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Important: 
When you submit a file to an assignment dropbox with Turnitin enabled, you may receive an error message that
prevents your submission from uploading successfully to Turnitin platform. Rest assured, the error messages are
clear to understand and easily rectifiable by the following solutions provided below.
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An example of Turnitin error message

Error message: [XML Response could not be parsed]

 

 

XML error message is due to the file name issue.
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Solution : please rename the file with no more than 40 characters nor containing any Chinese brackets or quotation
marks. If this does not solve the issue, please send your request to  Learningmall@xjtlu.edu.cn we will help you with the
resubmission.

 

Error message : [Please consult your API logs for further information]

 

 

API log error mainly is due to connection issue when files are transmitted from Learning Mall Core to Turnitin
platform. 

Solution: Please rename the file and resubmit it in the dropbox if it's before the due date. If this does not solve the issue or
pass the due date, please send your request to  Learningmall@xjtlu.edu.cn we will help you with the resubmission.

 

Error message : [a 100% similarity score]

 

 

During the period when Turnitin disconnected with Learning Mall Core, an alternative is provided to conduct the informal
checking in Turnitin official website. However, if papers submitted to dropbox other than "Turnitin Website Checking"
remended, any submissions to the previous/formal modules will be saved to Turnitin repository. Thus, the informal checking
submission may cause high similarity score for their future formal submissions.

Solution: if time permits, the student is suggested to send the auto-reply( with paper ID information )of the wrong
submission to Learningmall@xjtlu.edu.cn  to request for the deletion of the wrong submission. After the deletion is
confirmed by Learning Mall team, please remind the lecturer to refresh the score.

Tips: 
Turnitin function in Learning Mall Core platform is back to normal! It is highly suggested to implement your
informal similarity checking in Turnitin Check AY23/24 page on Learning Mall Core platform.

 

Question: Is there any issue if I got the warning message as below? 
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1.  The warning message below means that the format of the submission cannot be checked by Turnitin. If your submission
is not a format listed below, you will get this warning message.
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2. This warning message will not influence the grade of your submission, if the file format is required by your teacher.
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3. If you get this message, your submission has been uploaded to the assignment successfully.
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Note:  File file types that Turnitin supports please refer to  File Requirements under Turnitin.
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